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Executive summary
The cooperative driving campaign “making cooperative systems cooperate” was designed
to support the objective of DRIVE C2X: to pave the way for deployment of Car 2 X
communication technology on a European scale.
A unique format was developed by and for DRIVE C2X: a series of test site events with
driving demonstrations, interactive sessions to support the exchange with the various
stakeholder groups and a strong visibility with dedicated publications and media.
Three dedicated test site events with 150-190 visitors were held: DRIVE C2X@simTD,
DRIVE C2X@DITCM and DRIVE C2X@TSS. The ITS World Congress in Vienna with the
main driving demonstration powered by DRIVE C2X and a very comprehensive presentation
of the project during the conference was another milestone of the cooperative driving
campaign. Finally a small test site event in Finland concluded the campaign in winter 2013.
To assure the outreach and quality of the campaign it was part of a survey among the
project partner. The feedback was very positive with four topics considered as very
important:
•
•
•
•

Experiencing cooperative driving and discussions at test sites were fruitful means to
foster the overall project integration.
Moderated panels initiated a real dialogue among the test sites and different
national projects.
Resources could be effectively used by combining two events.
Driving experience could be used to gather data on user acceptance.

Besides the success of the campaign enormous management efforts had to be undertaken
to realize the campaign. The main challenge was to harmonize the different timing of the
various national projects with the DRIVE C2X schedule. A strong pillar for the aspired
outreach was the consistent appearance of the test site campaign “making cooperative
systems cooperate”. It strengthened the event format and led to high visibility of the
project and its reference system. The efforts for the cooperative driving campaign paid off
as DRIVE C2X succeeded in involving stakeholders from the very beginning and
continuously to discuss and explore the benefits of C2X technology - thus reaching its aim
to become the European reference platform for cooperative systems.
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Introduction

The cooperative driving campaign was initiated to support the project objective to establish
a European reference of C2X technology. With a strong focus on deployment of Car 2 X
communication technology, it was necessary to involve all stakeholders from the beginning
and to discuss the potential benefits of these innovations. With the cooperative driving
campaign the project allowed the stakeholders to gain hands-on experience of the
technology and to bring in ideas right from the start of the project.
The test site campaign “Making cooperative systems cooperate” consisted of
•
•
•

A unique event format developed by and for DRIVE C2X: a series of test site events with
driving demonstrations
Driving demonstrations at the ITS World Congress 2012 and the winter test event in
2013. Another drive-by demonstration is planned for the DRIVE C2X final event on 16-17
July 2014 in Berlin, Germany.
Flanking information and dissemination material addressing experts and general public,
such as videos, brochures, and website.

At the core of all events were driving demonstrations showing the DRIVE C2X functions.
The test site events featured exhibitions, technical presentations and panels. Press was as a
multiplier was invited.
DRIVE C2X activities encompassed the coordination, organisation and conduction of the
events, the creation of dedicated material, such as brochures, flyers and posters, and the
publication of press releases. The ambition was to pave the way from the expert community
to the general public, and to create media and real-life experiences which reach the user.
Section 2 explains the rationale to the test site campaign while in sections 3-7 detailed
descriptions of the single events are given. Section 8 summarises and evaluates the
outcome of the test site campaign. Section 9 concludes the deliverable.
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Cooperative driving campaign: Rationale

The cooperative driving campaign “making cooperative systems cooperate” is designed to
support the objective of DRIVE C2X: to pave the way for deployment of Car 2 X
communication technology on a European scale. With this clear deployment focus it was
mandatory to initiate discussion and exchange among all relevant stakeholders. By means
of the cooperative driving campaign it was possible to demonstrate the benefits of a market
introduction beforehand.
DRIVE C2X conducted three test events on different DRIVE C2X test sites:
•
•
•

Friedberg, Germany on October 13, 2011
Dutch Integrated Test Site Cooperative Mobility, Helmond, The Netherlands on July
5, 2012
Test Site Sweden, Gothenburg, Sweden on June 13-14, 2013

The events were organized as one to two day events, open for the expert community and,
for the third event, open for the general public. There were three particular reasons for
having these test site events: First, they served to promote DRIVE C2X and its outcome as
the European reference for vehicular communication and showcased the project progress.
Second, they were an effective means to establish a continuous information exchange with
developers of ITS systems. And third, the events gave the test sites a platform to present
themselves to the ITS community and to showcase their capabilities to industrial and public
authorities stakeholders. The events were linked to actual field tests and existing projects:
For instance, the first event was combined with the intermediate presentation of simTD, the
German field trial. During the event in Sweden, the showcase was combined with the
GLOSA function presentation of the EU funded project GLOSA.
Hence, the targeted audience were ITS experts, infrastructure operators and decision
makers from public authorities and industry. Particular efforts were made to have visitors
not only from Europe but from all parts of the world where vehicular communication is
researched as a means to improve traffic safety and efficiency. DRIVE C2X succeeded to
involve speakers from the U.S. Department of Transportation.
To attract this target audience a varied programme was developed. The events consisted of
mostly interactive parts to engage the visitors in an active discussion about C2X technology.
By demonstrating the C2X systems on the respective test site, the participants could get a
picture of how the technology works and hands-on experience with cooperative mobility.
Another part to present the results of DRIVE C2X was conference sessions with panels
bringing experts and novices in the field of Intelligent Transport Systems together. The
discussions focused on test site specifics and partly revolved around the European
perspective of C2X. This also included technological, organizational and business issues.
Since the format of the events was interactive, visitors had the possibility to play a very
active role in each conference.
Exhibitions built another block for presenting the project and its results. These exhibitions
usually involved interactive elements such as driving simulators. At the exhibition booths
the participants were able to talk to experts and gain insight into the makings and
functioning of cooperative systems.
Deliverable D54.1
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During the ITS World Congress in Vienna, Austria on October 22-26, 2012 DRIVE C2X
presented the Car2X communication technology to the wider expert audience and the
press.
As the systems became more and more mature during the project lifetime, it was possible
to open the event to the general public during the third test site event. The general public as
the future consumer was identified as a core target group during the strategy set-up of
dissemination activities and could be reached via this event. Communication formats and
style were adapted during the event, e.g. the introduction to the audience featured the
DRIVE C2X road movie.
Given the maturity of the technology, the winter test site event “Smart cars under winter
test – hop on!” in Tampere, Finland on 11 December, 2013 addressed the press as multiplier
towards the general public.
The final event of the project “DRIVE C2X on the road to deployment” determines the
project work with the presentation of the results. Again, a demonstration of the functions
will be part of the event. But after testing has been finished, the main focus can now rest on
deployment: Together with the stakeholders business strategies will be discussed to push
further towards deployment. The project used the opportunity to create a strong brand –
via events and supported by appealing material that ensured a harmonized appearance
throughout the project.
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DRIVE C2X @ simTD

The first event of the test site campaign series took place
on 13 October 2011 in Friedberg near Frankfurt/Main,
Germany, at the functional test site of the German project
simTD (Sichere Intelligente Mobilität – Testfeld
Deutschland; Safe and Intelligent Mobility – Test Field
Germany), which provided one of the test sites for DRIVE
C2X. With over 120 participants and a live demonstration of
cooperate driving systems on a closed track, as well as a
series of workshops, this one day event was reported by
several attendees as an outstanding success.
At the time of the first DRIVE C2X test site event, simTD had
just completed its crucial milestone “system works in the
test field” and was on the verge of starting its field
operational trial. For this milestone simTD organized a two
days event to present the results to the public and the
scientific community in a press conference. Therefore,
simTD organized a press conference, technical
presentations, an exhibition as well as driving
demonstrations during which several of the functions were
demonstrated. The second day of the simTD event was
dedicated to its annual General Assembly. DRIVE C2X took
the opportunity and added another day to this, because the
Figure 3.1: The DRIVE C2X @
simTD event provided an ideal platform for DRIVE C2X to
simTD brochure.
kick off the cooperative driving campaign. The event was
announced to the expert community through email communication.
Agenda
9:00

Registration & Coffee

9:30

DRIVE C2X – Welcome
simTD – Project Introduction

10:00

Demonstration & Expositions

12:00

Lunch

13:00

Workshop 1 - System Architecture

14:00

Workshop 2 - FOT Operations

15:00

Coffee

15:30

Workshop 3 - Evaluation Methodology

16:30

Conclusion

16:45

End
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Driving demonstrations and exhibitions
After a welcome speech and an introduction into the simTD project the visitors were invited
to the driving demo. A fleet of about 20 cars was available to experience the newly
developed ETSI TC ITS based simTD communication system and selected functions such as
emergency vehicle warning, green light optimized speed advisory and location-based
information services. All vehicles were equipped with the same technology and HMI. The
experts had a good opportunity to judge the system and its reliability.
In the main hall, the participants could also have a look behind the scenes. The exhibition
consisted of several posters and demonstration items. Amongst others the test bench, CCU,
vehicle application unit, driving simulator, ITS roadside stations and the simTD traffic
management centre were presented. The visitors engaged in active discussions with the
respective experts at the exhibition booths.

Figure 3.2: Several driving demonstrations were given during the event.

Figure 3.3: The simTD team on the driving test track located in Friedberg, Germany.
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Workshops
The second part of the day was dedicated to workshop sessions. The main concern of the
workshops was active participation of the visitors. Three workshops were organized with
the following topics:
• Prepare,
• Operate,
• Evaluate.
The guiding principle for each workshop was to compare the simTD approach towards a
topic with the approach of another national FOT and to discuss the pan-European
dimension of the chosen solutions. Three speakers and a moderator were invited for each
workshop: a simTD expert offering insights into the local test site, a representative of
another DRIVE C2X test site contrasting the experiences of simTD, and a speaker providing a
European perspective.
Already during the registration process each participant had the opportunity to submit
questions and opinions to the board of speakers. After analysing participants’ input, the
following workshops were held:
Prepare: System Architecture
DRIVE C2X’s biggest challenge was to
create a common, European environment for cooperative systems. In
order to achieve interoperability,
architecture was of key importance for
incorporating the national test sites into
the project.
From a simTD perspective, the project
expert discussed the design decisions
that were made and the reasoning
behind those choices. The speaker
depicted the lessons learnt: “What went
well? What would we do differently
today?” Additionally, he gave answers to
questions such as how to integrate and
how to interoperate with DRIVE C2X.

Figure 3.4: DRIVE C2X Coordinator Matthias
Schulze, Daimler AG, introduces the project.

From both perspectives – the French test
site and the European view – the DRIVE C2X experts were interviewed about the systems
currently in place and how the development will progress towards the respective target
systems.
Speakers:
simTD perspective
Test site perspective
European perspective
Moderator

Marc Bechler, BMW F & T
Lan Lin, Hitachi Europe
Rainer Stahlmann, Audi
Christian Weiß, Daimler
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Operate: FOT Operations
Steffen Knapp, Opel, the simTD expert
presented the approach of designing and
scheduling
the
German
Field
Operational Test. He went into detail
regarding
the
preparations
and
challenges for planning a national FOT.
In an interactive interview, the Francois
Fischer, Ertico, the DRIVE C2X test site
expert was asked about processes and
tools facilitating FOT preparation and
execution. Additionally, he shared his
experience of putting an FOT into
operation
with
the
workshop
participants.

Figure 3.5: Three panel discussions were
conducted (from left to right): Francisco Sánchez,
Steffen Knapp, John-Frederik Grönvall, François
Fischer (moderator).

The integration of experiences with
FOTs from national projects is put into a European, DRIVE C2X context. The speakers
analysed the necessary steps for a federated Field Operational Test on a European level.
Speakers
simTD perspective
test site perspective
European perspective
moderator

Steffen Knapp, Opel
Francisco Sánchez, CTAG
François Fischer, ERTICO
John-Fredrik Grönvall, Volvo

Evaluate: Evaluation Methodology
The workshop on evaluation methodology revolved around approaches for the collection,
assessment and utilisation of data. The simTD expert gave insight into the planned collection
methods: “How will simTD deal with the large amount of data and how does the project
address quality issues?” He presented solutions created by interacting with FOT planners
and system developers.
The central system test site of DRIVE C2X resides in Helmond, The Netherlands. The
experts were interviewed about the methods DRIVE C2X intends to use to collect and
evaluate data.
To initiate discussions, the European perspective was put forward. The plans and results of
DRIVE C2X were laid out: “What is the approach for experimental design? Which functions
and use cases will be tested? How will technical evaluation and impact assessment be
carried out?”
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Speakers:
simTD perspective
impact assessment
technical assessment
moderator

Ingo Totzke, Universität Würzburg
Kerry Malone, TNO
Long Le, NEC
Thomas Benz, PTV

Results
From the discussion it became clear that it is highly valuable to exchange knowledge and
experience among the different projects throughout Europe – not only for the sake of such a
complex endeavour as setting up FOTs with cooperative systems, but also to address and
tackle the challenges of interoperability on the European level. Major issues in the
workshops were the upcoming freeze of the simTD communication system and the not yet
completed standards as well as the implementation of the DRIVE C2X reference system at
the simTD test site. One outcome of the discussion was that simTD may intensify its
collaboration with COMeSafety-2 in order to assure that simTD stays up-to-date with current
and emerging ETSI standards/developments.
Another issue discussed in the workshops, was that the evaluation methods need to come
to a cross-European impact assessment of cooperative systems. In order to achieve this
goal, University of Würzburg (responsible for evaluation in simTD) and the DRIVE C2X subproject 4 agreed on a closer collaboration in the area of evaluation, which resulted in DRIVE
C2X commissioning University of Würzburg as a consultant later in the project.
Location
The Ray Barracks, where the test site event took place, are located in Friedberg near
Frankfurt/Main, Germany. It functioned as the simTD test track for development. Until 2007
the facility served the US Army as military base. One of the most famous former US soldiers
based at the Ray Barracks was Elvis Presley, who arrived in Germany in 1958.

Figure 3.6: The demo route in the Ray Barracks in Friedberg, Germany.
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Figure 3.7: A vehicle hall was converted into an auditorium and exhibition hall.
Theme
The event was branded as DRIVE C2X @ simTD. In order to maintain the identity of both
projects all materials have been printed with both logos. The slogan “making cooperative
systems cooperate” that has been developed for the DRIVE C2X test site campaign has also
been presented on most print and online media.
For the event a brochure has been designed which contained the agenda, the workshop
topics and speakers as well as translations of the German posters. The badges with agenda
on the backside were also designed with the key visual of DRIVE C2X. A number of other
print materials have been produced: stickers for the demonstration cars, guidance signs,
cover sheets and 2x1 meter banners.
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Figure 3.8: The test site event banner.
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DRIVE C2X @ DITCM

The second DRIVE C2X test site event,
DRIVE C2X @ DITCM (Dutch Integrated
Testsite for Cooperative Mobility), was
held when DRIVE C2X had reached
another crucial milestone with the
reference system ready for validation – a
milestone that marked the completion
of this pan-European C2X system. The
event took place on July 5, 2012 at the
DITCM test site operated by DRIVE C2X
partner TNO in Helmond, The
Netherlands. As DRIVE C2X system test
Figure 4.1: DRIVE C2X demonstration vehicles in
site DITCM took the lead in setting up
front of the conference building.
the DRIVE C2X reference system and
hosted the interoperability and integration tests for the DRIVE C2X reference system. TNO
as the operator of DITCM and the test management center was therefore also the co-host
of the DRIVE C2X @ DITCM test site event.
At Helmond, the DRIVE C2X partners gave visitors from all over Europe and overseas a
demonstration of the newly completed reference system on public roads.
With 153 participants and a live
demonstration of cooperate driving
systems, as well as a series of
workshops, this event was also reported
by numerous attendees as an
outstanding success.

Figure 4.2: Simulators help to gain near hands-on
experience of the technology.

The event was organized as one day
event and was publicized within the
expert community via email invitations
and an announcement on the DRIVEC2X
website.

Again, the event was organised to
facilitate best possible interaction
between visitors and the DRIVE C2X project team. The centrepiece was again the driving
demo; this time on public roads.
Another part to present the results of DRIVE C2X consisted of workshops, which brought
experts and novices together in the field of Intelligent Transport Systems. The workshop
partly focused on test site specifics and partly revolved around the European perspective of
C2X. This included technological, organizational and business issues.

Exhibits, some of them interactive, were set up again since at the DRIVE C2X @ simTD event
they proved to be a very effective means to explain the system and were very well received.
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Agenda
09:00

Registration

09:30

DRIVE C2X @ DITCM Welcome & introduction
Address from the European Commission

10:00

Workshop 1:
The DRIVE C2X reference system

11:30

Lunch & demonstrations

14:30

Workshop 2:
Data collection, management, sharing

15:30

Coffee

15:45

Panel discussion:
Deployment perspectives and potential pitfalls

16:45

Conclusion

17:00

End of event

Driving demonstrations and exhibitions
In a 20-minute demonstration tour the
participants experienced how the cars
signal each other information on
potential traffic hazards such as an
approaching emergency vehicle or
obstacles on the road. An in vehicle
display was also including the new driver
interface developed in DRIVE C2X, which
shows three levels of alerts, depending
on the urgency of the situation.
In total, nine functions were shown for
the first time: the safety functions Figure 4.3: Driver’s view on the HMI.
Weather warning, In-vehicle signage,
Road works warning, Obstacle warning (between cars and from the infrastructure),
Approaching emergency vehicle, Motorcycle approaching indication, and the efficiency
function Green light optimized speed advisory which allows drivers to find the right speed to
pass the next traffic light during a green phase – resulting in a quicker, smoother, safer, and
environmentally friendlier traffic flow.
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In addition to the demonstration ride
visitors also got a view of the data
collection process at the test
management center of the DITCM test
site and the possibility to control the
testing from there using test
management tools developed in DRIVE
C2X.
Workshops

Since the layout of the workshops
organised at the first test site event has
proven to be very effective it was taken
over for the second test sit event as well.
Two project related workshops were set up with the following topics:
• The DRIVE C2X reference system,
• Data collection, management,
sharing.
Figure 4.4: DRIVE C2X demonstration vehicles on
tour.

As for the previous test site event, visitors
were asked to provide the organisation
team with questions or items they would
like to see discussed during the workshop.
The two workshops were complemented
with a panel discussion on “Deployment
perspectives and potential pitfalls”. This
topic
was
chosen
because
implementation of C2X systems in Europe
is not too far away and the organisation
team wanted to draw the attention of the
audience towards potential business
models for C2X communication and the
related risks.

Figure 4.5: One of in total three panel discussions
(from left to right): Andrea Tomatis, Andreas
Festag, Igor Passchier, Oliver Sawade, Tanja
Kessel (moderator).

The DRIVE C2X reference system
A key challenge in creating a common reference system was to integrate multiple national
approaches, legacy systems and standards into a European system that is at the same time
robust, standard-compliant and state-of-the-art. In this workshop researchers involved in
the creation of the system reflected upon the challenges they had to overcome in finding a
common ground to maximise results.
The speakers provided insights into systems architecture, implementation, standards, and
testing and offered a perspective from the system test site as well.
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Speakers:
System architecture
System standards
Testing tools
DITCM perspective
Moderator

Andrea Tomatis, Hitachi Europe
Andreas Festag, NEC
Oliver Sawade, FHG FOKUS
Igor Passchier, TNO
Tanja Kessel, EICT

Data collection, management, sharing
Data is the key element of any field operational trial. The collection and management of
data from the seven DRIVE C2X test sites under varying conditions poses unique challenges,
which DRIVE C2X has to tackle to ensure that a meaningful data analysis can be conducted
in the evaluation of the field test results.
This workshop brought together experts on data collection and management, security and
privacy and system testing and validation, who discussed how they have approached the
FOT specific problems related to data collection, storage and evaluation and, at the same
time, satisfying legal and ethical standards regarding security and privacy. Since at the time
of the second test site event first results from the system validation at the DITCM system
test site were available, a good overview could be given to the visitors on the methods and
tools employed to efficiently deal with the data gathered in the tests and to ensure
sufficient data security and privacy.
Speakers:
Logging & data collection
Security & privacy
Testing & validation
Moderator

Ilja Radusch, FHG FOKUS
Thomas Benz, PTV
Bart Netten, TNO
Helena Gellerman, Chalmers

Deployment perspectives and potential pitfalls
Cooperative driving has existed as a vision for decades, and thanks to a series of research
projects the point has been reached, where the technology promises to make this vision a
reality. What is needed now to start deployment as soon as the technology is available is a
joint decision of all stakeholders involved to trigger the necessary investment and develop a
viable business model.
DRIVE C2X had invited experts from peer projects and authorities for this panel discussion
to share their experiences and devise a joint strategy to help make cooperative driving a
widely adopted ingredient of tomorrow’s intelligent transportation system.
Speakers:
DRIVE C2X perspective
eCoMove perspective
RWS perspective
TT perspective
Moderator

Matthias Schulze, DAIMLER
Stefan Trommer, DLR
Frans op de Beek, Rijkswaterstaat
Marko Jandrisits, ASFINAG
Kerry Malone, TNO
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Results
From the discussion in the first workshop
on the DRIVE C2X reference system it
became clear that with its strict
adherence to the evolving ETSI TC ITS
standards and the regular feedback
given to the standardization bodies
DRIVE C2X had developed a C2X
communication system that has the
potential to become the European
reference and to be adopted not only by
the European member states but also by
countries outside the EC. What is needed
now is a proof of its proper functioning
under real life conditions and of the
benefits on the European level.

Figure 4.6: Ilja Radusch presented on logging and
data collection during the conference.

In order to provide evidence for functioning and benefits extensive testing is about to start
on the six functional test sites of DRIVE C2X. Extensive data will be generated in this
process and the experts did commonly agree that this data can only dealt with tools for
acquisition and management, which has been developed specifically for this purpose. The
methods described for ensuring data security and privacy were thoroughly discussed and
considered as sufficient. Nevertheless, everybody was aware of the fact that so far the tools
had not been applied to a large amount of data under real life conditions and the wish was
expressed to learn more about this either in the next test site event or from presentations
given at other occasions.
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The panel discussions highlighted the diverse interests of
the stakeholders in cooperative systems. OEMs do in
particular focus on the safety side of this technology and
consider C2X communication as a mean to increase active
safety of their vehicles. From their point of view from a
certain point in time on, all vehicles need to be equipped, in
order to provide the expected benefit. Since customers
cannot be charged for a system that is standard equipment
of a vehicle, innovative means have to be developed in
order to reimburse the investments into this technology at
the OEM side. Clever packaging and optional premium
services could be one possibility, but selling data generated
by the C2X system to external service providers could be
another one. The view of the road operators on this was
different. For them reimbursement of investment costs is
of lower priority. If a positive socio-economic impact is
proven as generated through a reduction of accidents,
improved traffic efficiency and reduced environmental
impact, the basis is given for a positive decision on
investments. Private road operators, however, do also
expect a benefit from a business economic point of view.
They will invest in infrastructure for cooperative systems, if
this saves them other infrastructure costs.

Figure 4.7: The DRIVE C2X @
DITCM brochure.

Despite these different points of view on the main
stakeholders in C2X solutions it was commonly agreed, that it is time now for a common
deployment decision, at the same time the efforts driven by the European CAR 2 CAR
Communication Consortium to come to such a decision were particularly appreciated.
Location
The Dutch Integrated Testsite for
Cooperative Mobility (DITCM) is located
in the Brainport region EindhovenHelmond, the Netherlands. The test site
is operated by the DITCM consortium, in
which industry, government and
research organizations cooperate. The
DITCM test environment not only
includes the test site at hand, but also
other test facilities for active safety tests
and simulation packages.
The test site consists of several
intersections with traffic lights in an
urban area followed by a highway with
two entries and one exit. The site has full
ITS-G5 communication coverage.

Figure 4.8: The Test Management Centre of
DITCM.
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Also, the entire site is monitored with cameras where
a proprietary system allows following vehicles with
high time and space resolution.
Theme
Similar to the first DRIVE C2Xtest site event which
was called DRIVE C2X @ simTD, the second test site
event was branded as DRIVE C2X @ DITCM. In order
to maintain the identity of both projects involved, all
materials have been printed with both logos. The
slogan “making cooperative systems cooperate” has
again been presented on most print and online media.
For the event a brochure has been designed which
contained the agenda, the workshop topics and
speakers, and information on demonstration tour and
exhibited functions. The badges with the agenda on
the backside were also designed with the key visual of
DRIVE C2X. A number of other print materials have
been produced in DRIVE C2X project identity:
conference folders, notepads, stickers for the
demonstration cars, cover sheets and two large
banners.

Figure 4.9: Demo track of the
DRIVE C2X @ DITCM test site
event.

Evaluation of the first two test site events
Both DRIVE C2X test site events got a very positive feedback from the participants. This is
also reflected by the sharp increase in the number of visitors from test site event one to two.
The first test site event attracted 120 guests, which was very good considering the
increasing number of similar events organised by national and European project. The
second event was visited by 153 guests from all over the world, which is an increase of close
to 30%. Inquiries have already been received for the third test site event.
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DRIVE C2X @ TSS

After two successful events, DRIVE C2X
held its third and last event at the Test
Site Sweden in Gothenburg on June 13th
and 14th. At that time the project had
reached another essential milestone:
after a successful functional verification
at the system test site in Helmond, The
Netherlands, the DRIVE C2X reference
system
has
been
successfully
implemented at the six functional test
sites of the project, piloting has ended
and field operational testing had begun.

Figure 5.1: Demo vehicle fleet in front of the
venue.

Gaining hands-on experience of European C2X communication – this was the focus of the
event. Visitors from all over Europe and overseas took part in driving demonstrations on
real roads with regular traffic, in video transmission to the Spanish test site and video
information about tests conducted on other DRIVE C2X test sites.
With nearly 300 participants – 100 of them being general public, participating on the second
day of the event, the public day – and the event concept with driving demonstrations and a
conference, an exhibition, a series of workshops on expert and user feedback and video
transmission and presentations the event was evaluated by the audience as unprecedented.
Again, the event was organised to facilitate best possible interaction among visitors and the
DRIVE C2X project team. Centrepiece was the driving demonstration of DRIVE C2X
technology on public roads. A COSMO European project, focused on cooperative systems
for eco-driving, driving demonstration complemented the C2X experience.
The first day of the event, the expert day, addressed the expert community with a
conference with invited speakers from the U.S. Department of Transportation. Three
sessions focused on (preliminary) results and a comparison between the U.S. American
method of Model Deployment and the European FOT research approach. The conference
was accompanied by an exhibition from technology partners from within the project and
other projects and initiatives of the field of European ITS FOTs. The exhibits, some of them
interactive, were set up since they proved to be a very effective mean to explain the system
and were very well received.
The driving demonstration tours were supplemented by real-time video transmission and
video presentations from other test sites of the DRIVE C2X project. All experts were invited
to participate in workshops to access the experts’ attitude towards C2X technology and
business aspects.
Going beyond other ITS events, DRIVE C2X @ TSS opened for the general public on the
second day, the public day. The programme for the visitors included an introductory part,
an exhibition and a driving demonstration tour as well as a user feedback session.
Both, the expert community and the general public were addressed via an announcement
on the DRIVE C2X website. In addition, the experts were invited via e-mails; the general
public was addressed via the local press.
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5.1 Expert day
Agenda
08:30

Registration

09:00

Welcome & Introduction
the European Commission & the President of Chalmers University

10:00

Workshop 1:
Technology

11:00

15:00

Demonstrations & Lunch
Hourly rotating groups: DRIVE C2X driving demonstration, test
management centre & test sites real-time video transmission and video
presentations, focus groups & exhibition, COSMO project driving
demonstration
Workshop 2:
Testing

16:00

Workshop 3:
Users

17:00

User feedback

17:30

End of event

Driving demonstrations, video and exhibition
In a 30-minute DRIVE C2X demonstration tour the participants experienced how the cars
signal each other information on potential traffic hazards such as a broken down car on the
road.
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Five functions were shown:
•
•
•
•
•

Road works warning (RWW)
Weather warning (WW)
Green light optimized speed advisory
(GLOSA)
In-vehicle signage (IVS)
Car breakdown warning (CBW)

All cars displayed the DRIVE C2X driver interface,
which shows three levels of alerts, depending on the
urgency of the situation.
During the COSMO driving demonstration attendees
experienced the C2X technology in a bus for public
transportation.
During the video session, participants could gain a
close insight to the FOTs of the DRIVE C2X project.
The driving experience was supplemented by a realtime video transmission to the DRIVE C2X test site of
Vigo, Spain and high quality video presentations from
the German test site (simTD, Frankfurt) and the Italian
test area (Brennero motorway).

Figure 5.2: Demo track of the DRIVE
C2X @ TSS test site event.

In-depth information about the project work progress
was available in the exhibition. The project showed
detailed information about technology, testing and evaluation. First results such as the
survey results from the online study of the user acceptance were published. The exhibition
featured the results from technology partners from within the project and other projects
and initiatives of the field of European ITS FOTs. Also, all test sites presented their DRIVE
C2X work with posters and partially, with exhibits as well. The presence of the exhibitors
was used for lively discussions and networking among field colleagues.
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Conference
For this conference, there were three workshops out of the
project’s progress developed:
• Technology
• Testing
• Users
This time, the conference offered the unique opportunity to
learn more about the U.S. American research approach of
Model Deployment and to discuss the advantages of both
approaches – the American and the European – during the
three workshops. As for the previous test site events,
attendees used the opportunity to actively interact during
each session.
In line with the deployment focus of the DRIVE C2X project
the organizing team decided to set-up focus groups during
the event day. The participants discussed deployment
perspectives in moderated workshops.
The conference ended with a wrap-up of the focus groups.
For the conference, each participant received an
informative conference package including a conference
brochure.
Technology

Figure 5.3: The DRIVE C2X @
TSS brochure.

C2X systems in Europe and in USA have a common technological basis. Both use microwave
communication at 5.9 GHz as it has been standardised by IEEE as 802.11p and can therefore
be considered as an offspring of the large WLAN family. Apart from this the systems as they
are standardised by ETSI in Europe as ETSI G5 and by SAE in the USA as J2735 are largely
different, even if some of the envisaged safety functions are similar. The workshop
elaborated on the differences and communalities of C2X communication in Europe and in
USA and described on-going efforts of the EU/US Harmonisation Task Force to bring the
two approaches closer together.
Speakers:
ETSI G5: The European approach
IEEE 802.11p and SAE J2735, The U.S.
approach
Moderator

Lan Lin, Hitachi Europe
Walton Fehr, U.S. Department of Transportation
RITA
Peter-Paul Schackmann, TNO
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Testing
Field operational tests are seen in Europe and in
USA as the only suitable means to collect the
data needed for assessing the benefits of
cooperative systems and to verify their proper
functioning under real life conditions. The
approach chosen for this testing varies. Not only
between the two continents, but also between
the European countries providing test sites for
DRIVE C2X, and between DRIVE C2X and other
European FOT projects such as FOTsis. Major
differences can be found, for instance, in the
number of vehicles equipped with C2X Figure 5.4: Panel discussion during the
communication, the choice of the test subjects conference part (from left to right):
and the way the tests are conducted. On some Matthias Schulze (moderator), Johntest sites, vehicles are free floating, on others Frederik Grönvall, Kate Hartman, Emilio
testing is done according to a predefined script. In Cacheiro.
this workshop experts from DRIVE C2X, Model Deployment and FOTsis presented their
approaches to the testing of cooperative systems and discussed the pros and cons with the
audience.
Speakers:
FOTs in DRIVE C2X
Model Deployment FOT
FOTsis approach towards
testing
Moderator

John-Fredrik Grönvall, Volvo Cars
Kate Hartman, U.S. Department of Transportation RITA
Emilio Cacheiro, OHL Concesiones
Matthias Schulze, DAIMLER AG

Users
Neither in Europe nor in the USA field operational testing of cooperative systems has ended
yet. Final results are therefore not yet available. But testing has advanced far enough in
DRIVE C2X and in the U.S. American approach of Model Deployment to present lessons
learned and preliminary results. They give a first idea of the acceptance of cooperative
systems by potential users, their functioning under real life conditions and the benefits that
can be expected. This was accompanied by an overview on the methods that were applied
for evaluation and impact assessment. The audience thus got a good impression of the
status of the on-going system evaluation and understood how the preliminary results,
which were presented in this workshop, had been determined.
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Speakers:
User related results from
DRIVE C2X test sites
Model Deployment
– first results
Wrap up of user feedback
session
Moderator

Kerry Malone, TNO
Kate Hartman, U.S. Department of Transportation RITA
Jörg Rech, FACIT
Tanja Kessel, EICT

5.2 Public day
During the second day the event opened towards the
general public. More than 100 visitors followed the
invitation. The day consisted in an introduction to the
project, a guided demo tour and a user feedback
session.
The Coordinator Matthias Schulze, the dissemination
manager Tanja Kessel and the organiser from
LSP/VCC John-Fredrik Grönvall introduced the
visitors to the benefits of C2X technology in general
and the DRIVE C2X project in particular. The user
oriented DRIVE C2X clip was shown.

Figure 5.5: Interviews on user
acceptance were conducted during
the event.

After having received the briefing about the project
scopes the attendees joined the driving demonstration of DRIVE C2X and COSMO on
Gothenburg public roads experiencing the technology.
The user experience is one of the major research subjects to DRIVE C2X. The event was used
to gather data on user experience. Interviews were recorded and data was evaluated after
the event.
Results
During the first workshop it became clear that the continuous contact between the leading
projects in the US and EU has been very fruitful with regard to a joint understanding about
standardization needs and processes how to achieve these standards. The two
presentations illustrated the ETSI G5 and the IEEE 802.11p and SAE J2735 pursued in the US
approach towards standardization. Of particular interest for the DRIVE C2X context was the
importance of interfaces, a lesson learned during Model Deployment. The particular
challenge was to reach out for one connected system that combines multiple interoperable
locations, thus enabling a nation-wide deployment. The discussion focussed on these
particular problems contrasting the US conditions with the situation of the 28 European
Member States, the very heterogeneous regional settings with regard to traffic, finances
and legislation.
The Testing-Workshop contributed to the FOT methodology discussion by presenting
figures and facts of the three FOTs, i.e. the number of vehicles, functions, devices etc. The
particular problem all three initiatives encountered is the handling of complexity. It does not
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stop when the system integration is achieved, but continues when the data collection starts.
Especially the data collection from multiple sources was unanimously considered a very
challenging task. It needs strong organizational and communication skills to deal with the
various players, but also a comprehensive coordination management plan to secure the
data quality needed for the assessment.
First results about user acceptance were presented from DRIVE C2X and Model
Deployment. The challenge of handling complexity translates here into the challenge of
user acceptance measurement. Main issues are the prototype character of the technology,
the need to maximize user participation, the harmonization across test sites, and the need
to minimize the influence of driver behaviour. Whereas Model Deployment had to face
complexity with regard to large numbers of vehicles and subject management, the DRIVE
C2X challenge is to synchronize the time schedule and procedures of six national test sites.

Figure 5.6: Discussion during feedback
session.

Figure 5.7: Brainstorming during feedback
session.

A highlight of the expert day was the feedback session following the first user related
results presented in the workshop. Colleagues from Facit and EICT took the opportunity to
collect feedback about the tested C2X functions from the participants just after the test
rides and used the expert community to get input about crucial deployment questions. Four
perspectives, the user, the public sector, commercialization and the particular market
introduction, were discussed in small groups and the results were presented to the
participants at the end of the day.
The data collection continued on the public day. The introduction informed about the
project, the functions and their potential plus a short overview on the pre-validation results
of user acceptance. Of particular interest for the general public were the safety related use
cases. The feedback received during the interviews after the demo rides was overall very
positive. Questions were mainly addressing the HMI and the time frame when the new
technology will be available on the market.
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Location
The Test Site Sweden (TSS) is located at
Lindholmen Science Park, in Gothenburg,
Sweden. The test site is operated by the
TSS consortium, in which industry,
government and research organizations
cooperate. The TSS is designated to be a
test and demonstration arena for new
vehicle technologies and traffic solutions.
A core part for the event was the visit to
the test management centre, where the
test site is operated and the DRIVE C2X
test vehicles could be monitored by the

Figure 5.8: Lindholmen Science Park
visitors.
Theme

Similar to the first DRIVE C2Xtest site event, that was called DRIVE C2X @simTD and the
second test site event DRIVE C2X @ DITCM the third test side event was branded as DRIVE
C2X @ TSS. In order to maintain the identity of all projects involved, all materials have been
printed with the same logos. The slogan “making cooperative systems cooperate” has again
been presented on most print and online media.
For the event a brochure has been designed which contained the agenda, the workshop
topics and speakers, and information on demonstration tour and exhibited functions. The
badges with agenda on the backside were also designed with the key visual of DRIVE C2X. A
number of other print materials have been produced in DRIVE C2X project identity or have
been used when already produced: presentation folders, notepads, rulers, stickers for the
demonstration cars, cover sheets and one large banner.
Evaluation of the last test site event
There was no similar evaluation of this last test site event than for the ones before – for the
obvious reason that the feedback for changing things that went wrong or were less
attractive is needed in the beginning and/or in the middle of the campaign and not in the
end. Nevertheless it can safely be assumed that it was also very well received in the expert
community – with nearly 190 participants on the first day and about 100 guests at the public
day. The strong interest of the expert visitors was kept during all three test site event
following the project during its life cycle and along the research and deployment topics with
its main collaboration projects/initiatives. From the dissemination and liaison perspective
the impact of DRIVE C2X was very high, and the test site campaign was the necessary
means to demonstrate, discuss and network among the stakeholders and thus achieve the
goal to become the main platform to promote cooperative systems in Europe.
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ITS World Congress 2012

The 19th ITS World Congress took place from 22-26 October 2012 in Vienna, Austria. Venue
was the Vienna exhibition and congress centre (Messe Wien). The 2012 congress was
themed “smart on the way”. ITS World Congress is the worldwide biggest event on
Intelligent Transport Systems. On four expert days and one public day, the 2012 congress
hosted more than 10,000 participants from 90 countries and over 300 companies at the
exhibition.
Congress participation
DRIVE C2X organised two special interest sessions (SIS) during the congress. In addition,
DRIVE C2X partners held in total seven technical presentations on several topics.
•

SIS 38: Business models and revenue sources for C2X communication (in conjunction
with IBEC):

Economic impacts of C2X systems

Wolfgang Schulz, IERC

New perspectives for C2X business models

Nadja Rappold, facit

Towards deployment of Cooperative
Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS)

Torsten Geissler, BASt
Marco Jandrisits, ASFINAG

Business models and revenue sources for C2X
communication

Luisa Andreone, CRF

Moderator

Matthias Schulz, Daimler AG

•

SIS 68: Global deployment of Car-2-X communication technology – a technical
perspective on commonalities and similarities:

Deployment of Car-2-X communication
technology in the USA

Mike Shulman, Ford Motor Company

Research on Key Technologies of Intelligent
Vehicle-Infrastructure Communication (IVIC)
in China

Jianqiang Wang, Tsinghua University

Activities on Advanced ITS
Radiocommunications in Japan

Takeshi Yamamoto, ITS InfoCommunications Forum, Japan

Australian Perspective

Paul Gray, Cohda Wireless

European Field Operational Test: DRIVE C2X

Lan Lin, Hitachi Europe

Moderator

Andreas Festag, NEC Laboratories Europe
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Seven technical presentations and one contribution to another special interest session were
held by DRIVE partners during the ITS World Congress 2012:
Safety and traffic efficiency applications for
geo-messaging over cellular mobile networks

Andreas Festag (NEC Laboratories
Europe)

Applying the FESTA methodology to
cooperative system FOTs

Oliver Sawade (Fraunhofer FOKUS), David
Sanchez (CTAG), Ilja Radusch (Fraunhofer
FOKUS)
Hasnaâ Aniss, Jean-Marc Blosseville
(IFSTTAR)

ITS station experimentations in real test
tracks
Accompanying the development of roadbased cooperative systems: ergonomics
analysis to construct a roadmap for user
testing

Cécile Barbier, Gérard Ségarra, JeanFrançois Forzy, Corinne Lauer (Renault)

Preparing simulative evaluation of the GLOSA Daniel Krajzewicz, Laura Bieker, Jakob
use case
Erdmann (DLR)
Creating research hypotheses and defining
measurements for FOT evaluation

Pirkko Rämä (VTT)

Results of Spanish FOT on cooperative
systems

Francisco Sanchez, David Sanchez, Rosa
Blanco, Jose Luis Diez, Miguel Segovia,
Virginia Sixto (CTAG)

Contribution to special session ITS
certification towards sustainable development

Jürgen Großmann (Fraunhofer FOKUS)

Exhibition
DRIVE C2X presented the current project
status at the exhibition area of the European
Commission. Several means of dissemination
material were produced in order to present
major project milestones to visitors with
different levels of knowledge.
Several posters with general and special
content were produced.
Next to that, DRIVE C2X produced two short
films on cooperative driving which premiered
at this event. Both films target a general Figure 6.1: The DRIVE C2X stand at the
audience and can be viewed without any prior European Commission exhibition area.
knowledge on this topic. The first film “On the road to cooperative driving.The DRIVE C2X
short film.” presents in a humorous way, how C2X technology makes driving safer, more
comfortable, and environmentally friendlier. The second film “DRIVE C2X connects Europe.
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The cooperative driving animation” focuses on DRIVE C2X functions (see www.drivec2x.eu/news?page=2).

Figure 6.2: “On the road to cooperative
driving.” The DRIVE C2X short film.

Figure 6.3: “DRIVE C2X connects Europe. The
cooperative driving animation.”

For this event, DRIVE C2X produced a program flyer in order to provide a schedule and to
inform about the multiple opportunities to hear about, see, and experience project results
during the congress. A branded ruler, stating that “DRIVE C2X measure the benefits of
C2X”, was designed and produced as give away for visitors.

Figure 6.4: The DRIVE C2X ruler was created as give away and to measure the benefits of C2X.
In addition to the dissemination material, the DRIVE C2X stand also featured the Test
Management Centre of the in parallel running cooperative driving demonstration outside
the exhibition grounds. Visitors could get a view of the data collection and test
management process and monitor the movement of the demonstration vehicles on the
road.
Joint driving demonstration
One of the major contributions of DRIVE C2X at the ITS World Congress 2012 was to power
the joint demonstration on cooperative mobility conducted by the CAR 2 CAR
Communication Consortium and the Austrian research project Testfeld Telematik. DRIVE
C2X enabled this demonstration by providing its reference system of communication
technology.
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DRIVE C2X partners participated actively in the joint demonstration. Partners of both
consortia provided in total 20 cars, 1 truck and 1 motorcycle. Visitors could join a 30-minutes
demonstration tour in real traffic on public roads and highways in Vienna. Few visitors had
also the opportunity to join the demonstration as co-drivers of the truck and the motorcycle
as well.

Figure 6.5: Demonstration route of the joint cooperative mobility demonstration during the ITS
World Congress 2012.
Visitors could experience a variety of use cases on public roads:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Green Light Optimized Speed Advisory
In-vehicle Signage
Information on Flight Delays
Weather Warning
Park & Ride Information
Traffic Jam Ahead Warning
Hazardous Location Notification
Road Works Warning
Broken Down Vehicle

In addition to the demonstration on public roads, DRIVE C2X partners presented two safetyrelevant use cases on a secured parking area nearby Messe Wien:
•
•

Emergency Electronic Brake Light Warning and
Motorcycle Approaching Indication.
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Driving demonstrations were conducted on three expert days with 7 tours per day. The high
number of vehicles allowed on average 60 visitors per demonstration tour to participate,
which means that around 1,200 visitors of the ITS World Congress 2012 experienced the
joint driving demonstration.
In addition to this, the ITS World Congress 2012 hosted on its first day a so-called Ministerial
Round Table of national ministers of transportation from several countries worldwide.
These ministers took part in an exclusive driving demonstration and could experience
themselves the variety of applications and the stability and maturity of the system.
The driving demonstration gave a worldwide audience an in-depth view of C2X technology
on public roads and closed areas for safety-relevant use cases. They had the opportunity to
experience how the vehicles and infrastructure elements warned each other of potential
traffic hazards or provided information on speed limits or optimal driving speed. On display
was also the new interface which showed three levels of notification, depending on the
urgency of the situation, from advisory to alert (see DRIVE C2X press release from 17
October 2012).
In addition to the demonstration, visitors could also get a view of the data collection and
test management process and monitor the movement of the demonstration vehicles on the
road at the DRIVE C2X test management centre, installed at the DRIVE C2X stand of the
European Commission exhibition area.
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Winter test event, Finland, 2013

On 11 December 2013, DRIVE C2X conducted a winter test event at the VTT test site in
Tampere, Finland. This test site event was themed “Smart cars under winter test – hop on!”
and targeted especially on media representatives.
The winter test was additionally conducted by the DRIVE C2X project to mainly test the
Weather Warning function under harsh winter conditions. The Weather Warning function
(WW) provides drivers with a warning on slippery road conditions ahead. In addition to the
Weather Warning function, the In-Vehicle Signage function (IVS) was tested. This included
six speed limits on the test route (30km/h, 40km/h, 50km/h, 2x 60km/h, and 100km/h) as
well as one yield sign. The successful test gave opportunity to present this function to the
press.

Figure 7.1: Demonstration route of the winter test event.
VTT invited local and national media representatives to the event and arranged a press
conference with representatives from the consortium. Next to the press conference, media
representatives had the opportunity to experience the Weather Warning function in action.
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The VTT test site was supported and funded by the City of Tampere and the Finnish
Ministry of Transport and Communications. The site allows tests on public roads and closed
tracks. The test site comprises 18km of city roads and 3km of highways. Six intersections
are equipped with C2X technology.

Figure 7.2: The three demonstration and test vehicles.
In line with the dissemination strategy, the event was an extension of the test site
campaign, reaching the future user by a wide national press echo. The winter test site event
in Tampere generated a wide national (Finnish) and positive media echo.
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Summary of results and evaluation of campaign

The C2X Test Site campaign experienced an unprecedented effort in international
cooperation and management at precompetitive level and in liaison among different
stakeholders, from industry, public authorities, road and traffic managers, research
institutes et al.
Most positive highlights can be summarised as follows:
•

Experiencing cooperative driving and debates at test sites were fruitful means to
foster the cohesion of cooperation and the future deployment perspectives
• Session panels broke the common practise of presentations & listening and initiated
a real dialogue among the test sites and different national projects.
• Driving experience during test site campaign created an additional basket of data on
user acceptance.
Additionally deliverable 52.2 „Report on effectiveness of dissemination channels and
means” thoroughly examines the outreach of dissemination means used in DRIVE C2X.
Taking examples on the ranking of the test site events from this deliverable, DRIVE C2X @
simTD and DRIVE C2X @ DITCM were ranked as “very good” (See Annex B). The survey
indicates a strong consensus on the attractiveness of the presentations and of the
demonstrations during the event DRIVE C2X @ DITCM. “This indicates that the right topics
had been chosen and the professionalism of the partners that were involved. The score of
4.42 for the driving demonstration is the highest average score for any quality
measurement, reflecting that this major effort by the participating partners was well
received.” (see Annex B).
Last but not least resource efficiency has been carried out in more than one case, combining
different but related projects’ campaigns in the same time and location.
As lessons learnt from the organization of the events, DRIVE C2X would like to pass the
following hints:
• Establish an experienced and skilled event manager.
• Ensure good collaboration with the local authorities and press to promote the event
for public days.
• Use the events to give the project a personality and to establish it as a brand within
the FOT community.
• Gather the impressions of visitors at the end of the event, by means of an interview
for instance.
• Co-organise or link up the event with other relevant projects.
The following table provides an overview of all events of the test site campaign:
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Table 7.1: Overview of all events of the test site campaign
DRIVE C2X @ simTD
Date
Venue, location

13 October 2011
Ray Barracks,
Friedberg, Germany

Duration

1 day

DRIVE C2X @
DITCM
5 July 2012
DITCM test site,
Helmond, The
Netherlands
1 day

Target group

Expert community

Expert community

Focus

Project milestone:
DRIVE C2X
methodology and
system specification
defined

Project milestone:
DRIVE C2X
reference system
ready for validation

Driving demo

Yes

Yes

Content
- Presentations

Yes

Yes
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DRIVE C2X @ TSS

Expert community
General public
Project milestone:
Pilot phase
concluded; all field
trials running
US model
deployment and
European DRIVE C2X
approach
Yes
C2C-CC driving
demonstration in
collaboration with
Testfeld Telematik

Media
representatives
Winter test of
Weather Warning
function

Yes

-

13-14 June 2013
Test Site Sweden,
Gothenburg,
Sweden
2 days

1.1

ITS World Congress
2012
22-26 October 2012
Messe Wien, Vienna,
Austria

Winter test event,
Finland
11 December 2013
VTT test site,
Tampere, Finland

3 days of driving
demos + one
dedicated tour for
national ministers; 4
exhibition days (incl.
one public day)
ITS community
General public
C2C-CC demo
powered by DRIVE
C2X reference
system

1 day

Yes

Yes
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DRIVE C2X @ simTD

-

Panel
SIS
Press conference
Exhibition

Yes
Technical exhibits,
posters

DRIVE C2X @
DITCM
Yes
Technical exhibits,
posters

-

Driving demo

On a closed test track

On public roads

Yes
Technical exhibits,
posters, videos,
videos of test tracks
On public roads

-

-

Yes

On public roads and
a closed track
-

-

-

Yes

-

120

153

290: 190 experts, 100 Ca. 1200 participants
non-experts
of the driving demos
only
U.S. DOT
C2C-CC
FOTsis
Testfeld Telematik
Compass4D
eCoMove
Cosmo
FOTnet
PRESERVE

Ca. 10
representatives
from local media
-

-

Expert feedback
session
- User feedback
session
No. of participants

External projects/bodies COMeSafety2
SCORE@F
SISCOGA

EasyWay
Testfeld Telematik
eCoMove

DRIVE C2X @ TSS

ITS World Congress
2012
Yes
Technical exhibit,
videos

Winter test event,
Finland
Yes
-

On public roads

-

-

Posters

-

Overview poster

Result poster
- Test site poster
Dedicated brochure

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Yes, simTD

-

Yes

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Program flyer

Yes
No
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DRIVE C2X @ simTD

Press release
No. of demo vehicles

18 passenger cars
2 motorcycles

Functions presented

Obstacle Warning
(broken down vehicle,
lost goods)
Emergency Vehicle
Warning
Traffic Sign “Stop”
Road Works Warning
Electronic Brake Lights
Traffic Light Assistant
Parking Information
Sep - Nov 2011:
2.988

Website visits around
the event
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DRIVE C2X @
DITCM
11 passenger cars
2 motorcycles

DRIVE C2X @ TSS

GLOSA
WW
IVS
OW (C2C, I2C)
RWW
AEVW
MAI

CBW
RWW
IVS
GLOSA
WW

Jun - Aug 2012:
5.087

May – Jul 2013: 8.580 Sep – Nov 2012:
4.732

1.1

Yes
15 passenger cars
1 bus

ITS World Congress
2012
Yes
20 Passenger cars
1 motorcycle
1 truck
GLOSA
IVS
WW
TJAW
RWW
MAI
EEBL

Winter test event,
Finland
Yes
3 passenger cars

WW
IVS

Nov 2013 – Jan
2014: 10.057
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Conclusions

DRIVE C2X is the first EU funded project that initiated a thorough test site campaign in
Europe.
DRIVE C2X has been endorsed of the huge challenge to set-up a comprehensive campaign
fostering technology research to pave the way for deployment.
DRIVE C2X efforts paid off as it succeeded in involving stakeholders from the very
beginning and continuously to discuss and explore the perspectives and the benefits of C2X
technology. Additionally project partners actively contributed to the events with
presentations, panel discussions, posters, exhibits, and driving demonstrations, thus
reinforcing project cooperation and augmenting campaign’ effectiveness.
The consistent appearance of the test site campaign “making cooperative systems
cooperate” strengthened the events format and led to a high visibility of the project and its
reference system.
The project proved to be very consistent as “C2X
reference system” in all materials, while the key
visual of the road movie even became one of the
cover images of EU publication “ICT for Societal
Challenges”1.
The campaign established project brand identity
and transferred this identity to the C2X reference
system, an identity that has been communicated
and debated with a worldwide audience.
Media representatives were involved as multipliers
for the invitation process as well as for spreading
the results. For instance, the presentation of the
reference system and requests for information by
the press led to reciprocal impact in establishing
the reference system developed in DRIVE C2X.
Now, during the upcoming final event “DRIVE C2X
on the road to deployment” the stakeholders will Figure 33: DRIVE C2X film key visual on
come together to explore possible business cover of EU publication
strategies for the deployment of C2X technology.
Here a novelty in the mechanism of definition of
most promising business strategies will be introduced importing specific instruments from
the domain of serious gaming. At the DRIVE C2X project final event a complete overview of
project results will be made available to the audience. Once again, debates will be
encouraged to foster the upcoming collaboration in the pre-deployment phases.
_______________________
1)

http://www.google.de/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCUQFjAA&url=http%3A%2
F%2Fec.europa.eu%2Finformation_society%2Fnewsroom%2Fcf%2Fdae%2Fdocument.cfm%3Fdoc_id%
3D1944&ei=sDCkU93gBOfy7AbvtIBA&usg=AFQjCNGg5RZCeX3ogyDNiwvBgnaQ1FvcEA&bvm=bv.69411
363,d.ZGU&cad=rja
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Annex A Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation

Meaning

AEVW

Approaching Emergency Vehicle Warning

C2C-CC

CAR 2 CAR Communication Consortium

C2X

Car-to-X (Car-to-Car and Car-to-Infrastructure)

CBW

Car Breakdown Warning

D52.1

Deliverable D52.1 Dissemination plan

D52.2

Deliverable D52.2 Report on effectiveness of dissemination channels and means

DITCM

Dutch Integrated Testsite Cooperative Mobility

EEBL

Emergency Electronic Brake Light

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

FOT

Field Operational Test

GLOSA

Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory

ITS

Intelligent Transportation System

IVS

In-Vehicle Signage

MAI

Motorcycle Approaching Indication

OEM

Automotive Original Equipment Manufacturer

OW

Obstacle Warning

RSS

Rich Site Summary (blog feed)

RWW

Road Works Warning

simTD

Sichere Intelligente Mobilität - Testfeld Deutschland; Safe and Intelligent Mobility –
Test Field Germany

TJAW

Traffic Jam Ahead Warning

TSS

Test Site Sweden

WW

Weather Warning
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Annex B Excerpt from Deliverable 52.2
The DRIVE C2X dissemination team took the initiative to administer to all project
participants a survey on DRIVE C2X dissemination quality with the target to collect at least
50 replies. The purpose of the survey was to gather valuable feedbacks that are now usable
inputs for the third year of the DRIVE C2X project and are available also for future
dissemination activities.
In total 54 people filled out the questionnaire. As a general summary it can be stated that
the quality has been assessed in a range from good to very good: 3.8 and 4.24 are the
minimum and the maximum average score in a range from 1 to 5. If we compare this scale
to the scale used by the European Commission expert evaluators to evaluate project
proposals where: 1 means poor, 2 means fair, 3 means good, 4 means very good and 5
means excellent, all DRIVE C2X dissemination media and events are ranging from good to
very good and even beyond.
The video, ruler, and the posters had the most negative marks (although still good ones),
while the two test site events and all the ITS World/European Congress presentations
received very positive feedbacks.
DRIVE C2X @ simTD, Friedberg 2011
The average score (from 1 to 5) assigned to this DRIVE C2X project event is 4.05 which
equals to very good. The summary of the related survey feedbacks is reported hereafter.
The very positive result given by the participants in the event is also reflected by the
outcome of the survey. Both test site events scored an average of 4 out of 5 possible points
with the second test site event doing slightly better than the first. Room for improvement
was identified despite this good rating. In particular presentations and printed material for
the events were rated slightly below the average but for further events also the interests of
the companies or organisations of the guests might be better considered, even if these had
been addressed far better by the second event.
Table 8.1: Survey results: DRIVE C2X @ simTD.
6. D R IV E C2X @ s imT D : Oc to b e r 13th, 2011 in Frie d b e rg , Ge rma ny
A ns we r Op tio ns
The event's location was attractive.
The presentations held were attractive.
The driving demonstration was attractive.
The event was well organized.
The event was useful for DRIVE C2X's goals.
The event was useful for the test sites.
The event was useful for my organisation's interests.
The event was useful for my own interests.
The event's booklet was of high quality.
Comments / Recommendations

A v g . S c o re S tro ng ly
(1 ... 5)
d is a g re e
3,78
3,96
4,26
4,39
4,09
3,95
4,09
4,04
3,92
4,05
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

D is a g re e

N e utra l

A g re e

S tro ng ly
a g re e

R e s p o ns e
Co unt

3
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

2
5
2
1
3
7
5
3
7

15
14
13
12
15
9
11
13
12

3
4
8
10
5
6
7
6
5

23
23
23
23
23
22
23
23
24
4
24
30

a ns we re d q ue s tio n
s k ip p e d q ue s tio n
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Figure 9.2: Survey results: DRIVE C2X @ simTD.
No additional comments were provided by the survey participants.
DRIVE C2X @ DITCM, Helmond 2012
The average score (from 1 to 5) assigned to this DRIVE C2X project event is 4.16 which
equals to very good. The summary of the related survey feedbacks is reported hereafter.
Table 8.2: Survey results: DRIVE C2X @ DITCM
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Figure 9.3: Survey results: DRIVE C2X @ DITCM
As a general remark it is noted that both events brought the organisers to a very high level
of complexity to manage and the fact that there are practically no disagreement about how
the events have been organised is a sign that the quality of the related work, both from
project and local organisers’ sides, was outstanding.
At the same time the survey is indicating also a strong consensus on the attractiveness of
the presentations and of the demonstrations, which is a very positive flagship on the
interest around the topic, on the value of the project presented results and on the
professional level of the partners involved. The score of 4.42 for the driving demonstration
is the highest average score for any quality measurement, reflecting that this major effort
by the participating partners was well received by all guests.
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